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Samael Darkfire

Samael Darkfire is a player character played by Samael.

Samael Darkfire
Species: Human
Gender: Male

Age: 17
Height: 6'0“
Weight: 150 lbs.

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: 01C Starship Infantry

Rank: Santô Hei
Current Placement: YSS Eucharis

Preferred Plots:

Anything 18+1.
YSS Eucharis2.
–3.

Physical Characteristics

Height: 6'0”
Mass: 150 lbs.
Measurements:

Build and Skin Color: Sam has a thin, athletic build and white skin.

Eyes and Facial Features: Sam has blue eyes and no beard.

Ears: Sam has normal ears.

Hair Color and Style: Sam has short, brown hair.

Distinguishing Features: Sam looks exactly like Captain Kirk played by Chris Pine in Star Trek (2009)
in every way except clothing. Just do a search on an Internet browser, and you'll get lots of images that'll
show you how he looks as images of copyrighted content can't be put on the wiki.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Sam is eager to please and always does his best to help others.
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Likes: A Possible Future with Star Army, Helping Others, Learning Everything that He Can, Meeting
New People

Dislikes: Failing to Impress a Commanding Officer, Seeing People Suffer, Talking About the Past

Goals: Do well in Star Army, and maybe become the Captain of his own ship someday.

History

Family (or Creators)

Sam is an orphan.

Pre-RP

Sam doesn't remember much of his childhood. For whatever reason, it's just blank, which is fine. It is best
to leave the past in the past. The training at Fort Ready wasn't easy, and it took all his focus just to
graduate with a passing grade. He was eager to begin his career with the Star Army. YSS Eucharis
encountered an advanced alien artifact consisting of a crystalloid base and mass driver on Splorfin I 14.
He was curious to learn more about this artifact. And as the away team was attacked by alien hostiles, he
was fairly certain they could use a little infantry help, so he made a request to be assigned there.

YSS Eucharis

Briefly glanced Joto Hei Murakami Mitsuko's standard profile while in a Daisy, but not officially
introduced.
Got shot up by midgets in first mission. (Mission 22.2)
Spent 3/4 of the holiday looking for some clothing after waking up nude in medical, then wasted
what was left of the holiday wandering around and doing nothing. (Post Mission 22)

Skills

Communication

Sam is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and receive
transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power armor, and shuttles in both
combat and non-combat conditions. Sam is fluent in Nepleslian and Yamataian. He can speak/write both
correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, and issue orders under fire.
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Demolitions

Sam is great with identifying bombs, making bombs/grenades, handling bombs, disabling bombs, and
bomb placement.

Fighting

Sam received hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training program. He is skilled
and experienced in combat both in normal conditions and in zero-gravity, with and without weapons. He
is trained to wield energy pistols, energy rifles, grenades, knives, and power armor. He doesn't have a
best weapon as he spent an equal amount of time training in each area.

Mathematics

Sam received basic mathematics training, and knows how to use a calculator.

Starship Operations

As Sam planned on being aboard a ship, he took extra courses on Astrometrics and navigation, so he
could function as a back-up pilot as necessary.

Survival and Military

Sam is pretty good at finding water in a wilderness, navigating with a compass, building natural shelters,
hunting beasts of all shapes and sizes, hand signaling, and applying camouflage cosmetics.

Technology Operation

Sam is capable of operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku OS, which is found on all Star
Army starships. He is proficient in entering and/or searching for information on shipboard computers.

Inventory

Samael owns the following items:

Civilian Shoes, Common (Halloween, TC: 27-82, IC: 2271-139-106)
Fancy scarves (Halloween, TC: 27-83, IC: 2298-223-107)
Yamataian Photobook of Hanako and Ketsurui Yui wearing swimsuits or less (Halloween, TC:
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60-45, IC: 2757-192-98)
Pressurized canisters of various gaseous elements (Oxygen and such!) (Halloween, TC: 34-71, IC:
2437-341-101)
Starship-grade sensor array (Halloween, TC: 5-12, IC: 112-117-17)

Rented Inventory

Samael has the following items borrowed from Star Army:

M6-2A "Daisy II" Planetary Power Armor
Ke-M4-W2901 Light Armor Service Rifle (Tier 5 Medium Anti-Armor) with Ke-M4-W2902 LASR-
SLAG
Star Army Butt Pack, Type 29 containing:

Type 31A Survival Kit
Star Army Duffel Bag, containing:

Toiletry Kit
Environmental Suit
1 Duty Uniform

1 Star Army Cap, Type 32
1 Star Army Coat, Type 32

2 Working Uniforms. Includes boots and gloves.
2 Exercise Uniform (can also used as sleepwear)
Undergarments

Star Army Utility Belt, Type 32, light-blue gray
Communicator, Type 36
Pistol, Nekovalkyrja, Type 33 with 2 BR-28E Battery Magazines (1 in the pistol and 1 extra)
Scanner, Science, Type 31

EM-J5-1 Flying Assistant Robot Series (SAOY)

Finances

Samael is currently a Santo Hei in the Star Army of Yamatai.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
Character Data
Character Name Samael Darkfire
Character Owner Samael
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
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Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Occupation Star Army Infantry
SAOY Assignment YSS Eucharis
Orders Orders
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